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Lonely Planet: The world's least travel guide editor, Lonely Planet Bhutan, is your passport for all the most relevant and up-to-date tips on what to see, what to skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Visit Tiger's Nest, Bhutan's most famous monastery, marvel at the dance routines of the Tsechu festival, or walk through the mountainous regions of Bhutan; all with your trusted
travel companion. Get to the heart of Bhutan and start your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's BhutanTravel Guide: Colorful maps and images throughout featured and itineraries show you the easiest way to tailor your trip to your own personal needs and interests Insider tips save you time and money and help you move like a local, avoiding crowds and essential information
issues at your fingertips, including operating hours , phone numbers, websites, traffic tips and prices Honest reviews for all collections, such as food, sleeping, viewing, going out, shopping and hidden gems that most guides lose cultural ideas give you a richer and more rewarding travel experience, including religion, customs, history, art, architecture, literature, dance, music,
landscapes, wildlife and politics More than 35 maps Useful functions , including Month by Month (annual festival calendar), Book your trip, and plan your Thimpu walking coverage, Paro, Haa, Dagana, Punakha, Gasa, Trashi Yangtse, Wangdue Phodrang, Chhukha, Trongsa, Jakar, Mongar, Lhuentse, Trashigang, Gom Kora, Samdrup Jongkhar, Gelephu, Bumthang, and more
authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Lindsay Brown and Bradley Mayhew. About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's top travel guide editor with guides for every destination on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveler community. Lonely Planet's mission is
to allow curious travelers to experience the world and really get to the heart of the places where they are. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in the favorite travel guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are simply like no other.' - The New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's shelves; is in the hands of every traveler. It's on cell phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' -Fairfax Media (Australia) Day toursDay4 min tours read • Posted on October 9, 2019 Between The Land of the Thunder Dragon for a dizzying dose of hasty adventure chases, whether on foot, bike or river raft.5 min read • Posted on June 24, 2019Bhutan has a reputation as an exclusive
and remote destination that only opens its doors to a lucky , a few very generous. By its rules Unique... 9 min read • Posted on November 5, 2018Bhutan may be a small dot on the map, but its topography is epic, even daunting, in scale. Measured in terms of altitude instead of miles, this is... 6 min read • Posted on 29 Oct 2018Mention Bhutan to s intelligent travelers and usually
receives two reactions. First comes an ingenious 'aaahh', as people summon nefarious images of a pristine... 6 min read • Posted on September 19, 2014 One of the most amazing things about the Himalayas is how this desolate, almost monochrome landscape has produced so much vivid color. Kathmandu... Reading time: 4 minutesThe annual 4-minute The annual Best in Travel
list fromLonely Planet is always a highly anticipated and discussed wrapping of what is trending worldwide in the coming year, and the 2020 edition is no exception, with the small Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan at number one. There are many reasons why Bhutan is such an attractive travel destination. On the one hand, most of the country is covered with stunning natural
landscapes: pristine pine forests and the imposing Himalayan mountains. It is also the world's first carbon-negative country, which means it reduces more carbon in the atmosphere through various compensation measures than it produces as a nation each year. Bhutan sees fewer tourists than its neighbours such as India, China and Nepal, and by 2020, the aim is for all
agricultural products in the country to be completely organic. SEE OUR ENTIRE RANGE OF BHUTAN TRIPS We talked to Inntèpid Travel's Destination Manager for North and Central Asia, Karen Zhao, to learn about her recent trip to Bhutan and why it's the place to be in 2020. In particular, Karen recalls one night on her 7-day trip to Bhutan Discovered when the group spent the
night with a local family. Beautiful Parody. Image via Shutterstock. We went to a local farm on the outskirts of Paro. If you have booked with us and would like to leave a comment, you must first stay at the property. Then each of us was served a shot of Ara, which is a local spirit made of different kinds of grains; the taste is very strong, similar to Japanese sake. After finishing the
first shot, Pema, our leader, told us that it's tradition to drink three shots of Now if you've already had one as a guest at someone's house. So, without wanting to be rude, we did! RELATED: LONELY PLANET'S BEST COUNTRIES TO VISIT IN 2020 HAVE FALLEN: THIS IS HOW YOU CAN GET TO THEM Then, after dinner, Pema and our driver showed us some traditional
dancing. 눇The staff were very friendly and helpful. It was a fun and great night to see how locals really live, says Karen. Traditional Bhutanese dance. Image via Shutterstock. Apart from unusual rules of hospitality, another unique thing about this Buddhist kingdom is its philosophy of happiness, which is not just a way of life, but a part of government policy. Bhutan is the only
country in the world to rank Gyalyong Gakid Palzom, or Gross National (GNH), above Gross Domestic Product (GDP). GNH is an index that measures collective well-being and the people of a country. The Bhutanese government introduced it as a target in 2008, and a portion of the population has been surveyed three times since, with an increase in national happiness being
measured each time. GNH is calculated based on the nine domains of happiness and four pillars of GNH. The four pillars of LNG are sustainable and equitable socioeconomic development, environmental conservation, conservation and promotion of culture, and good governance. The nine domains of happiness are psychological well-being, health, time use, education, cultural
diversity and resilience, good governance, community vitality, ecological diversity and resilience, and living standards. I went to Bhutan thinking it would be a spiritual journey ... you would be learning about Buddhism and that Buddhism is your key to happiness. But also doubtful about how they could measure happiness and use this as a goal for development. But after seeing part
of the country and having interactions with the locals - including our fearless leader - I saw that happiness is not something you seek, but something that will come to you, as long as you are on earth, live your life diligently and with compassion, and learn to be happy with what you have. I saw how traditions and modern development coexist, I saw people loving their home and
taking care of their land very carefully, finding laughter at smaller things and understanding how this can have a bigger impact than what a religion preaches. READ MORE: 5 LESSONS I LEARNED FROM VISITING BHUTAN WITH INNTEPID Karen recounted one of those smaller moments that led the group to laugh on the first day of the tour. We had this experience, very funny
when we first arrived, where some of our group needed to exchange some currency for the local Nude. Pema took us to this shoe and clothing store, which was also a forex trading shop! It was so fun to see the lady surrounded by shoes in this small shop counting on money and doing exchanges for us. But there was one particular day that helped Karen appreciate the inner
happiness of the Bhutanese people above all, when her group visited the iconic Tiger's Nest monastery. Tiger's nest. Image via Shutterstock. It was rainy, and we had to walk uphill to the monastery, which hangs on the side of the mountain. When we arrived, Pema encouraged us to do some meditation in one of the rooms. Even though there were other groups coming and going,
it was a time to build a connection with yourself simply by being present. It reinforced the lesson of finding inner peace no matter what environment it is in. For me, it was one of the most heartfelt moments of just 'being there'. In a way, the monastery reminded me a little of Bhutan in general - tall, isolated, with hard but full of people seeking peace and happiness. Want to
experience the peace and beauty of Bhutan for yourself? Book a place in one of the Travel to Bhutan. Hero image via Shutterstock. According to Lonely Planet, Bhutan is the first country to visit in 2020: here's why we agree it was last modified: November 1, 2019 by Intruded Travel AsiaBhutanHimalayasLonely PlanetResponsible Travel Travel
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